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***Trigger Warning***There are some things in this book that may prove to be a trigger for some
readers (themes include abuse and loss). Remember, this is a story about change and growth. One
cannot grow stronger without tribulations.When Delaney Hagen died, she really thought she would
stay dead. Her whole reality was shattered when she learned of a prophecy that foretold not only of
her death, but that she, a lightning Witch, would rise as a werewolf. She is being held against her
will by Mitch, the werewolf who killed her. He is hell bent on using her in every way. She must get
away from him and rescue the love of her life, Reid. But, with every passing moment she is slowly
breaking.Reid Jamison saw the woman he loved die and there was nothing he could do to stop it.
Now, heâ€™s sitting in a prison owned by Mitch, the monster who killed her. Reid must find a way
not only to get out, but to save Delaney. He has little time to get to her.Both Delaney and Reid must
get to one another before itâ€™s too late. Not only are they facing the challenges of Mitch, but there
is a new pressing threat from the Coven of Witches. Will everything come together in time or will it
fall apart?
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After completing the first book I simply couldn't wait to get my hands on this book. Reading through
Delaney's trials and struggles was emotional, raw but most of all real. I felt for Delaney in ways I
didn't think possible with printed words. Being able to step into the minds of the characters by
reading their perspective made me feel as if I was apart of their world and invested in their lives.
The author continues to show her unique perspective and story lines in the Urban Fantasy genre
and I look forward to reading more.

I loved this book and the first one also. Biggest disappointment is that I'm stuck waiting for the third
and final book of the series. This is paranormal romance at its best- srong h and H, magical powers,
mystery, action, and can't forget the hot chemistry between the h/H. The story is in first person but
switches between a few of the character's POVs, which I enjoy this aspect very much. I find that it
makes it easier to connect with the different characters by knowing what each is thinking or feeling.
I'd recommend both books in this series for readers 18+ due to sexual content.

The Lightning Legacy picks up right after The Lightning Prophecy. This book is seriously emotional.
The highs are super high, and the lows are so freaking low. But good god are they good.
Sometimes I canâ€™t decide if this author loves her characters or absolutely hates them!As we saw
with The Lightning Prophecy, the characters here have a sense of humor that help them seem like
real people instead of just one dimensional characters. They are multifaceted and unique in their
own special ways (especially Troy).The ideas of where the witches and werewolves come from
originally is explained in a way that is easy to understand and plausible within the world of make
believe and is expanded upon further in this book. And the ending, omg the ending made me crazy!
Iâ€™m dying to find out what happens next!Be warned though, this book is NOT for the faint of
heart. There are serious triggers in this book that may not be appropriate for sensitive readers. The
traumatic experiences are not gone into detail, but enough details are given to let the reader know
something bad has happened and there is quite a bit of violence.I really loved this book from start to
finish. I am eager to read more about these characters and find out what happens with/to Delaney
and her group in the next book, and I canâ€™t wait to see what else Troy gets himself into!

This is an excellent part 2 in the Lightning Witch Trilogy. It perfectly combines humor, darkness,
love, and companionship. The love and chemistry between Delaney and Reid makes you wish you
could have that! Emily describes the different scenes so well, you can really see what is going on.

Cannot wait for the third installment!!

I was blown away by this book. The authors ability to portray scenes, even difficult ones, is
astonishing. I could see everything as if it were a movie playing in my mind. I found myself
connecting to the characters in a way that brought true emotion to the surface. Tears, laughter,
disgust. I appreciate the way each individual gets their turn to tell their story, in chapter form, and we
get a glimpse into their thought processes. Very well written. Vivid, disturbing, EXCITING, erotic,
heartbreaking, and stunning. I can't wait for the third.

I can hardly describe how much I'm loving this series! Delaney is such a great, strong female
character. She makes it out of a horrendous situation which would leave most women broken, and
while she did break, she overcame it. In fact, she became even stronger because of the pain she
went through. The love between her and Reid is epic and I couldn't get enough of it. I also loved her
best friend Troy, he was a riot! They make a great team and even though the odds seem grim, they
don't give up. The twist at the end leaves us with another cliffhanger, so now I'm dying for book 3, I'll
definitly add this series to my re-read list though. HIGHLY recommend!

Delaney and Reid are firmly in love, but she's kidnapped by a crazy werewolf determined to break
her down until she submits to mate with him.Delaney and Reid are both locked up in jail cells hours
apart from each other, both determined to get out and reunite. Delaney goes down a road that does
break her down. But her journey of healing builds her into a better and stronger person. Both learn a
lot more about who Delaney is from the same god who gave her the lightning powers.This doesn't
end here. Delaney's friend Troy acquires the power to wield of Fire and there's an epic battle. This
book didn't disappoint me at all. I can't wait for Book 3!

I have been waiting for this sequel for several months,and it absolutely did not disappoint! Such a
good book. I love the chemistry between Reid and Delaney, and I'm happy Troy is back too! Lots of
twists, and definitely some disturbing parts, but still, it was one I couldn't put down until I finished it.
Cannot wait for book 3
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